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This information is provided by Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 AFSL 237502 (Macquarie).

The Macquarie Virtual Adviser Network (VAN) is provided by Macquarie. The provision of VAN, including the contents of this 
document, do not amount to a financial product or financial service nor does it involve the provision of general or personal 
financial product advice, as those terms are defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 

The material in this presentation has been prepared in good faith with all reasonable care. However, certain parts of this material 
have been obtained or have been based upon information obtained from third parties which may not have been checked or 
verified. Macquarie does not make any representation or warranty that this information is accurate, complete or up to date nor do 
we accept any obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in it. Opinions or recommendations that are expressed 
are subject to change without notice. Case studies and examples are included for illustrative purposes only. Sample case studies
are purely hypothetical and do not indicate actual or potential returns, estimates, projections or forecasts for investments. Any 
assumptions may have a material effect on returns. The actual performance of investments will depend on changes in economic 
conditions, investment management and tax legislation.

Except to the extent permitted by law, and only to the extent so required, no member of the Macquarie Group makes any warranty 
in relation to, or accepts any responsibility or liability for any loss or damage suffered by any person arising out of or in relation to 
the material in this presentation. The copyright of this presentation remains with Macquarie. Its contents are to be treated as 
commercial in confidence and must not be disclosed to third parties without the prior written consent of Macquarie.

Important information
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Today’s
objectives

Objective 1:
Understand your current state – where are you today?

Objective 2:
Understand what makes a successful firm – the four pillars

Objective 3:
Where are you going to invest your time? The deliberate 
decision of a documented strategyWhy we’re here
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What makes a business successful?
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Common roadblocks

Difficulty getting a clear 
vision of where the business 
is going or how to get there. 
Being pulled in too many 
directions at once.

of practice principals are 
impacted by stress and 
fatigue – but in high-
performing firms, that 
drops to 24%.

of high-performing firms 
are planning to introduce 
new systems in the next 
12 months – compared to 
56% of all firms.

of firms find it particularly 
challenging to demonstrate 
the value they offer to 
clients.

of high performing firms 
named ‘retaining key 
quality staff’ as one of the 
most effective strategies 
for improving profitability in 
the current market.

Source: 2017–2018 Macquarie Accounting and Financial Services Benchmarking results

Clear direction

An offering that isn’t 
differentiated or segmented 
resulting in constrained 
growth and profitability. No 
organic growth strategy.

Sustainable
growth

Frustrated with inefficient, 
compliance-centred 
processes and a lack of 
staff proactivity in making 
improvements.

Efficiency

Difficulty finding and 
keeping the right talent 
then getting the right level 
of commitment from them.

Building a high-
performing team

32% 48% 72% 64%
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Your Growth Risk Control Profile

Growth:
How would you describe your 
growth ambitions? 

G1. I'm comfortable with the 
current growth rate of my 
business

G2. I need to accelerate my 
growth rate to build the 
business I want, while 
remaining in control

G3. I need my business to 
double its revenue in the next 2-
3 years to be sustainable and 
competitive

Risk:
How would you describe your risk 
appetite?

R1. I'm comfortable with the level 
of risk I have in my business today

R2. I would be comfortable with a 
greater level of risk than today - 
but nothing that could significantly 
impact the value of my business

R3. I am prepared to accept much 
more business risk than I have 
today accepting that such risk 
could significantly impact the value 
of my business

Control:
How would you describe your 
desire for control?

C1. Control is not important to 
me as long as the business 
gets to where I want it to be

C2. I would be comfortable 
being just one voice among 
many that drives the business' 
direction

C3. I need to preserve a high 
level of control over the 
business' direction



Where do you want
your business to be?

Your answers to your GRC Profile signify some likely scenarios for 
your business vision.

Growth Risk Control GRC Scenario

G2-G3 R2-R3 C3

Go for Gold! 
Control your own destiny and 
stretch your thinking. What 
transformational options will get you 
to where you want to be?

G2-G3 R2-R3 C1-C2
Co-operate to grow
Opportunities for co-operation or 
collaboration with other parties

G2-G3 R1 C2-C3
Under the radar
De-risk your business or find a 
suitable niche that will protect you 
from competitors

G1-G3 R1 C1
Part of a bigger game
Opportunities to become part of 
something larger

How has this exercise affected your thinking about your 
business vision?
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Make better
decisions and execute 

successfully

Have a strong 
differentiated 
proposition

Scale and have a 
plan for 

sustainable 
growth

Encourage a
culture of 
ownership

The VAN Successful Advice 
Firm Blueprint
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Define your strategy –
What could you or your 
business be?
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The strategy management system

2
Translate 

the 
strategy

4
Monitor 

and 
review

1
Define the 

strategy

3
Execute 

with 
purpose

Strategy 
management 

system

Enabling you to plan and focus efforts 
to best achieve your strategy
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“Where is your business today?”
“Where do you want your business to be?”
“What are my realistic strategic options?”

Define the strategy

1
Define the 

strategy
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Businesses that suffer because they lack 
overall direction and consistency.

What this leads to…
Businesses don’t put enough time and rigour 

into their strategy planning process

What we see too often…

How do you see this play out in your business? 
What is the impact? How would you rate your process today?
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Playing to win

The Playing to Win approach helps 
business owners shape their strategy 
based on a key set of questions.
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Playing
To Win 
framework

Source: Playing to Win: How Strategy Really Works – Feb 2013: Roger L Martin, A.G Lafley

The Playing to Win approach helps business owners 
shape their strategy based on a key set of questions.
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Source: Playing to Win: How Strategy Really Works – Feb 2013: Roger L Martin, A.G Lafley

Playing
To Win
framework
The Playing to Win approach helps business owners 
shape their strategy based on a key set of questions.
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6 Top Tips 1. Take the time to understand 

2. Create space for these discussions

3. Make sure someone owns strategy 

4. Write it down

5. Leverage your network 

6. Continue the cycle – it never stops 
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The Macquarie VAN 
Build for the Future 
program

To find out more, go to

Macquarie.com.au/van

Build for 
the Future

An 18-month program 
where you’ll work with 
our experts and your 
peers to embed the 
foundations for growth 
and set your firm up 
for a sustainable, 
prosperous future. 

Be a part of a curated 
community of 6-10 
like-minded business 
leaders in a ‘Build for 
the Future’ pod. 

You’ll also access

Build for 
the Future 
workshops

Diagnostic and 
benchmarking 
tools

Regular 
coaching and peer 
accountability

A network of 
professional 

support

VAN 
community 
program



Thank you for 
attending this 
session


